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Abstract
This special issue and our editorial celebrate 10 years of progress with data-intensive or
scientific workflows. There have been very substantial advances in the representation of
workflows and in the engineering of workflow management systems (WMS). The creation
and refinement stages are now well supported, with a significant improvement in usability.
Improved abstraction supports cross-fertilisation between different workflow communities
and consistent interpretation as WMS evolve. Through such re-engineering the WMS de-
liver much improved performance, significantly increased scale and sophisticated reliability
mechanisms. Further improvement is anticipated from substantial advances in optimisation.
We invited papers from those who have delivered these advances and selected 14 to represent
today’s achievements and representative plans for future progress. This editorial introduces
those contributions with an overview and categorisation of the papers. Furthermore, it
elucidates responses from a survey of major workflow systems, which provides evidence of
substantial progress and a structured index of related papers. We conclude with sugges-
tions on areas where further research and development is needed and offer a vision of future
research directions.
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1. Introduction
Data-intensive Workflows (a.k.a. scientific workflows) are routinely used in the majority
of data-driven research disciplines today, often exploiting rich and diverse data resources
and parallel and distributed computing platforms. Workflows provide a systematic way of
describing the methods needed and provide the interface between domain specialists and
computing infrastructures. Workflow management systems (WMS) perform the complex
analyses on a variety of distributed resources. With the dramatic increase of primary data
volumes and diversity in every domain, workflows play an ever more significant role, enabling
researchers to formulate processing and analysis methods to extract latent information from
multiple data sources and to exploit a very broad range of data and computational platforms.
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2. Highlights over the past 10 years
This special issue celebrates significant progress over the past ten years that has greatly
increased the use of data-intensive workflows, built on substantial improvements in their
usability, capabilities, architecture and reliability. Ten years ago there were diverse scien-
tific workflow systems showing promise and early use [1]. We asked leaders of workflow
groups, “What was the most significant result from using your workflow system in the last
10 years?” Their replies are collated in Table A.1; it offers an extensive body of evidence
with comprehensive coverage and a structured index into the literature. Some highlights
are presented here1. Pegasus played a key role in the detection of gravitational waves by
offering sustained and reliable data handling and computation for the long-running research
campaign2. Increased capacity, scale and reliability is reported in almost every case. The sci-
entific workflow community spawned new technology developments in workflow-based data
provenance. Kepler made early progress in this work and after a number of grand challenges,
Gill started activity at W3C with an incubator3 that proposed a core vocabulary4 and which
led to a working group (Moreau and Groth) who saw through the process all the way to W3C
PROV standard5. Building on that standard, Taverna and WINGS have advanced workflow
description significantly, initiating a foundation for reasoning about multiple workflow lan-
guages consistently. Building long-term relationships with communities, including tuning
access via well-crafted science gateways and composing extensive libraries of workflows and
workflow fragments has proved particularly productive, pioneered by Taverna but now al-
most universal. A striking example is Galaxy, with thousands of users on its public site and
4,300 publications citing Galaxy’s contribution to their results in the last 10 years. That
progress means that using workflows has become routine, e.g. KNIME. Table A.1 contains
many examples of delivering success to others using the power of data-driven workflows.
There remains a diversity of systems, many with their own investments, culture and
committed communities; some have remained leaders while others have been replaced, but
the quality, support and maturity has increased across the board [2]. The scientific workflow
community has educated the world; 10 years ago very few researchers had heard of workflows,
today virtually every domain uses them. Some aspects of the consolidated progress are
presented.
The tools for the whole workflow lifecycle have much improved, eliminating many im-
pediments to use, and greatly improving the productivity of all those, from domain experts
to data engineers, who work with workflows. Ten years ago the tooling was focused on
authoring and adapting to distributed computing interfaces. It now extends to managing
research campaigns using workflows, with automation of data identification, exploitation of
provenance, support for curation and oversight of progress, processes and performance [3].
The combination of improved abstraction and full-lifecycle tools has made it much easier
1References to Table A.1 refer to the rows associated with the named workflow system.
2https://pegasus.isi.edu/application-showcase/ligo/
3https://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/prov/charter
4https://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/prov/XGR-prov-20101214/
5https://www.w3.org/TR/2013/REC-prov-dm-20130430/
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for end users to understand, select, reproduce, adapt and use previously developed work-
flows. This builds on the sustained investment in building libraries of workflows, workflow
fragments, re-usable components, accessible services, and established models for describing
and cataloging these resources so they are easily found [4, 5].
The abstract definition and representation of workflows has advanced significantly, e.g. as
reported in this issue by Garijo et al. [6]. This yields four benefits:
1. The meaning of scientific methods encoded in workflows is less dependent on imple-
mentations and therefore can be sustained as the digital environment evolves, thereby
extending the benefits from investing in developing scientific methods as workflows.
2. This independent definition permits mappings to diverse platforms, enabling WMS to
exploit the latest advances in hardware and software platforms.
3. Scientific workflows are more easily reused and re-purposed, lowering experimental
design cost and speeding-up discoveries.
4. Abstract definitions also facilitate sharing ideas and effective methods across discipline
boundaries.
The development, deployment and use of pioneering data-intensive workflows that cope with
the scale of modern data, the rates of demand, and the diversity of enactment contexts con-
tinues to require effective alliances between innovating domain experts, adept data scientists,
and experienced systems engineers. However, substantial advances have been made to ac-
celerate their work and improve productivity. Practitioners can work with moderate scale
test data sets on their personal devices or local facilities, and then use exactly the same
workflows on production platforms. Several factors contribute to this achievement:
1. Improvement in virtualised infrastructures, abstractions, tools and monitoring intro-
duced above.
2. Automation and optimisation of data handling, coping with diverse sources, eliminat-
ing unnecessary transfers, and discarding unneeded storage.
3. Planning and optimisation that automatically adapts to resource availability, scale and
load.
4. Minimised recovery costs after partial failures.
The software stacks that provide parallelised multistage distributed heterogeneous target
environments for workflows have increased capacity, elasticity and recoverability. These
platforms have and will continue to evolve thereby increasing the importance of abstrac-
tion and automated mappings as a means of preserving the meaning of scientific methods.
However, this can pose challenging set up requirements, to provide the initial enactment
context or to rebuild an earlier enactment context for scientific reproducibility – some early
experience tackling such issues has been reported [7, 8]. Many of these data-intensive plat-
forms also have their own languages for creating data-driven methods, that are intimately
integrated and well presented. These are emerging as new data-intensive workflow systems
that appeal to communities who are not constrained by prior investments. The usability
from such integrated systems has to be weighed against the potential for lock in.
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Data distribution and data streaming are of growing significance. Over the past decade,
the emergence of the Web of Data6 and the Open Linked Data initiative7 led to a much
increased environment of remotely accessible and interoperable data sources for scientific
analysis. In addition, data streaming occurs in the monitoring and exploitation of data
from connected instruments, worn devices and the Internet of Things (IoT). Initially, it
was the domain of signal processing communities and was treated differently; today the
handling of data units flowing in streams from any source merges with the task-oriented
traditional workflow approach. The Node-red system is a prime example8. The developers of
several stream-based workflow enactment models show that this can also achieve substantial
performance gains by reducing disk traffic [9].
There is a pervasive drive by funders, governments and researchers to increase the open-
ness of research and the accessibility of data, motivated by the desire to increase equality,
stimulate use and cross-fertilisation, and to improve quality by facilitating challenging re-
view. This is captured as the FAIR principles [10]. The related workflows and their enact-
ment context should be included, but workflows should also help implement those principles.
The diversity of data-intensive workflow languages will persist, partly because of prior
investment but also because they are tuned to meet different requirements. Part of that
investment is intellectual: learning, developing skills and understanding, and part is cultural,
the interaction with other users. These factors, as well as wanting to continue practices
that have proved effective, weigh against change. We may anticipate further languages
emerging, from the interplay of programming language research, workflow system research
and new application requirements. These will continue to yield benefits but the multiplicity
of languages has inherent costs:
1. Research methods often draw on methods that have already been encoded. If these
are not in the language a researcher is using, or differ in the language they use, they
cannot be composed without adaptation.
2. Workflow management systems require substantial development, maintenance and sup-
port effort. The separate language communities partition this effort.
Several researchers are circumventing this issue by mapping methods in the individual lan-
guages into a common language. Garijo et al. [6] report one example in this issue as they
address the first symptom, while Plankensteiner et al. [11] proposes an intermediate work-
flow language addressing the second one. Terstyanszky et al. [12] report a different approach
with alternative formal foundations [13]. The Common Workflow Language (CWL) [14] has
been developed by an informal, multi-vendor working group consisting of various organiza-
tions and individuals that have an interest in portability of data analysis workflows, e.g.,
Galaxy [15] and Taverna are participants in this group. Askalon, Taverna, Triana and Wings
also report relevant contributions – see Table A.1. Tavaxy [16] follows a different approach
and was built for interoperability between Galaxy and Taverna. It allows for the submission
of workflows in both languages.
6https://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/data
7http://linkeddata.org/
8http://nodered.org
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3. Special Issue Overview
This special issue focuses on key advances in workflow engineering and delivery over
the ten years for which the WORKS conference has been held, drawing on work progressed
during the first nine years, and the leading papers from the tenth conference, WORKS159.
A core focus of this special issues was to look ahead, identifying the critical issues that
deserve attention in the future and how they may be addressed.
This special issue therefore covers a broad range of topics in the scientific workflow
lifecycle that include:
• the notation for describing, refining and sharing workflows;
• workflow design and composition interfaces;
• workflow provenance;
• the underpinning management systems that enact workflows including the manage-
ment of data;
• workflow mapping techniques that may optimise the execution of the workflow;
• workflow enactment strategies that need to deal with failures in the application and
execution environment; and
• a number of computer science research challenges related to scientific workflows, such
as semantic technologies, compiler methods, fault detection and tolerance.
As such, this special issue presents various insights into the field of scientific workflows,
which we categorise into three areas:
1. reviews of the current state of the art and taxonomies for better classification of sys-
tems;
2. usability, including provenance, re-purposing, repeatability and validation; and
3. performance and optimisation.
These are presented in the following three sections.
3.1. Review Papers
In their paper, “A Characterization of Workflow Management Systems for Extreme-
Scale Applications” Ferreira da Silva et al. [17] present workflows and their characteristics
in extreme-scale computing, which will bring forth multiple challenges for the design of
workflow applications and management systems. The authors define a novel characterisation
of workflow management systems and classify 15 popular workflow management systems
in terms of workflow execution models, heterogeneous computing environments, and data
access methods.Their work elucidates gaps for future research on the road to extreme-scale
workflows and management systems.
In the paper “Software architectures to integrate workflow engines in science” [18],
Glatard provides a comparison of six different software architectures commonly used to inte-
grate workflow engines into science gateways. By analysing these architectures, the authors
9http://users.cs.cf.ac.uk/Ian.J.Taylor/works15/
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extract several different types of components and interactions and provide a set of metrics
that can be used to rate the architectures, including complexity, robustness, extensibility,
scalability, and the support for meta-workflows as well as fine-grained debugging.
3.2. Usability
Usability is split into three sub-categories: re-use, reproducibility and validation. The first
sub-category includes two papers that address re-use and re-purposing of workflows [19, 6].
The second sub-category addresses reproducibility, an area that has drawn much attention
of late, and includes two papers [20, 21]. The third sub-category focuses on the validation
of workflows [22].
3.2.1. Re-using and re-purposing workflows
In “Scientific Workflows in Data Analysis: Bridging Expertise Across Multiple Domains”
by Sethi et al. [19], the authors focus on interdisciplinary research. They demonstrate the
use of scientific workflows in this challenging context by re-purposing workflow fragments
in the areas of text analysis, image analysis, and analysis of activities in videos. The paper
highlights how the reuse of workflows allows scientists to link across disciplines and to save
time as well as effort. In-depth studies of various tasks in multiple areas such as machine
learning and computer vision elucidate the benefits for the researchers who use their system’s
assistance.
The second paper in reuse and repurposing category, entitled “Abstract, Link, Publish,
Exploit: An End to End Framework for Workflow Sharing” by Garijo et al. [6] tackles an
issue vital for the long-term health of scientific workflows by addressing the challenge of
making workflows more easily understood and (re)used by typical users who are not ex-
pert in computing science notations and concepts, though they are adept at developing or
employing data-driven and computational (scientific) methods. Typically, their principal
area of expertise is in some application domain, and they need to use workflows fluently
as a tool in their work (research, information production, decision support or policy for-
mulation) without being distracted by having to learn strange technical dialects that may
prove ephemeral. The authors publish and exploit workflows as data on the Web, with a
representation that is independent from the workflow system used to create them. They
achieve this goal by adopting Linked Data principles and by developing standard ontologies
in order to publish workflow inputs, intermediate results, outputs and codes.
3.2.2. Reproducibility
By focusing on workflow reproducibility in “Scientific Workflows for Computational
Reproducibility in the Life Sciences: Status, Challenges and Opportunities” [20] Cohen-
Boulakia aims to deliver a set of criteria for reproducibility-friendly workflow systems, which
can be used as an evaluation framework for assessing the level of reproducibility of workflow
systems and companion tools. The authors extract requirements from three use cases: The
Phenome project10, which uses the OpenAlea workflow [23]; the French health and science
10https://www.phenome-fppn.fr/
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agency, National Cancer Institute11 (INCa), which use several workflow systems (including
Galaxy and KNIME); and Transcriptomics analysis, which uses the Galaxy workflow. The
authors identify four levels of reproducibility: repeat, replicate, reproduce and reuse, and
use the resulting taxonomy to compare four workflow systems: Taverna, Galaxy, OpenAlea,
and NextFlow.
The second paper is entitled “Applications of Provenance in Performance Prediction
and Data Storage Optimisation” by Woodman et al. [21]. Workflow environments are of-
ten instrumented to capture and deliver provenance information to end users and system
administrators, as provenance can be critical to properly interpret scientific data derived
from computations or help in identifying software or hardware problems during workflow
execution for instance. In this paper, the authors show how provenance traces can be used
to predict performance of future workloads and to determine data regeneration versus data
storage costs. Both aspects are discussed in the context of workflows execution repeatabil-
ity, an important feature for scientific worklow systems as illustrated in the medical data
analysis domain.
3.2.3. Validation
Validation is addressed by the paper “Static Analysis of Taverna Workflows To Pre-
dict Provenance Patterns” by Alper et al. [22]. In this paper, the authors identify a class
of potential problems when workflows depend on multiple inputs, with cross-product like
operations in the graph, and forms of iteration over values in those inputs. This leads to
potential imprecision in the provenance traces that may limit their value for diagnostics,
replay, partial re-enactment and indexing the intermediate or result data.The paper very
carefully develops a formal understanding of these issues and proposes a workflow design
approach that avoids them. It then develops algorithms that statically verify that a Taverna
workflow complies with these properties.
3.3. Performance and optimisation
This section is sub-divided into three complementary areas related to optimising work-
flows performance: parallel computing [24], scheduling and planning [25, 26, 27, 28], and
data management [29, 30].
3.3.1. Parallel computing
Assessing the evolution of parallel computing architectures and the generalisation of
multi-core systems, the paper on “A workflow runtime environment for many core archi-
tectures” by Janetschek et al. [24] describes a language, compiler and workflow enactor for
workflow execution using a multi-core, shared-memory machine rather than a more tradi-
tional network-connected distributed computing infrastructure. This work tightens the links
between the scientific workflow and parallel computing domains, recognizing the workflow
abstraction as a generic formalism both suited to describe High Throughput Computing and
High Performance Computing applications.
11http://en.e-cancer.fr/
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3.3.2. Scheduling and planning
For scheduling and planning, we have four papers. In “Deadline constrained scien-
tific workflow scheduling on dynamically provisioned cloud resources”, Arabnejad et al. [25]
tackle the important problem of cost-efficiently exploiting cloud resources, especially com-
mercial cloud solutions. They present their algorithms Proportional Deadline Constrained
(PDC) and Deadline Constrained Critical Path (DCCP) that address the workflow schedul-
ing problem on dynamically provisioned cloud resources and prove that these algorithms
achieve better cost efficiency and success rates than previous algorithms.
Time critical applications, on the other hand, are particularly challenging in cloud en-
vironments due to the difficulty of securing guaranteed performance from the underlying
virtual infrastructures. In the paper “Planning Virtual Infrastructures for Time Critical
Applications with Multiple Deadline Constraints”, Wang et al. [26] propose a cloud infras-
tructure planning algorithm that accounts for multiple overlapping internal deadlines on sets
of tasks within an application workflow. They evaluate their algorithm using a large set of
workflows generated at different scales with different execution profiles and deadlines. Their
proposed algorithm can satisfy all overlapping deadline constraints with a consistently lower
host cost in comparison with the widely used algorithm IC-PCP.
In the paper by Chirkin et al., “Execution time estimation for workflow scheduling” [27]
the authors tackle the important problem of estimating a workflow’s execution time. They
propose a solution that takes into account the complexity and the stochastic aspects of the
workflow components as well as their runtime. The proposed solution addresses the problems
at different levels from tasks to workflows leading to reductions in the time to complete work-
flows. The authors have integrated their approach into the scheduling algorithm GAHEFT
and elucidate the benefits via tests within the CLAVIRE platform.
Finally, in “Orchestration and Analysis of Decentralised Workflows within Heterogeneous
Networking Infrastructures”, Macker and Taylor [28] apply the Network Edge Workflow
Tool (Newt) to workflows on dynamic heterogeneous wireless networks. They apply time-
windowed conversational graphs to analyse and orchestrate distributed workflows. They
demonstrate the power of their approach by showing how it would produce, e.g. schedule
actors responding to one another, the Shakespearean play Hamlet with each actor on a
different mobile device.
3.3.3. Data management
In the data management sub-category, we have two papers. The “Raw Data Queries dur-
ing Data-intensive Parallel Workflow Execution” paper by Silva and co-authors [29] presents
a timely work on massive raw data querying at workflow runtime and links with the workflow
management system provenance component. At a time of ever increasing scientific data set
volume and complexity, the components described offer an abstraction to index and query
raw data files, so that data sets can be described independently from their file location and
structure. This feature is important to describe data flows where structure is not tightly
bound to technical aspects such as data representation.
Al-Kiswany et al. in “A Cross-Layer Optimized Storage System for Workflow Applica-
tions” [30], report developments improving distributed file storage of long-term value. Their
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proposed modification to the interface with the file system better supports workflow sys-
tems by providing a non-disruptive two-way communication channel between the workflow
and storage system, exploiting standard UNIX file interfaces. They demonstrate significant
performance improvements for typical workflows when the file system has been informed of
anticipated data access patterns. They carefully support incremental adoption. That is, any
code exploiting their new communication with the file system still works in contexts where
the file system has not changed, and code written for standard Unix file systems still runs
in their new context. Their new storage system improves file usage in almost all cases.
4. Trends for the next 10 years
During the next ten years, we believe we will see advances in the following areas:
1. Much consolidation in this field, as existing advances are brought together and further
developed.
2. Continuing improvement in usability for an expanding range of workflow users.
3. Substantial engineering investment to exploit new technologies leading to very signif-
icant improvements in efficiency, performance and sustainability.
4. Extension of support to encourage more extensive and sophisticated data-powered col-
laboration.
5. A move towards more dynamic decentralised workflows that meet the needs of emerging
environments, such as IoT and Edge computing.
Each of these aspects of workflow research and development (R&D) are considered sepa-
rately below, but in reality they will be intimately intertwined. For example, improvements
in engineering will yield responsiveness that helps usability, whereas, the verifiable rule en-
forcement needed to achieve sustained collaboration across autonomous organisations will
incur costs. Improved architectures will mitigate these effects, as described in one paper
in this issue [18]. Improvements in theory underpinning workflow languages and systems,
such as the work of Wadler12 and Cheney [31], will become more essential as complexity and
scale grow. It is to be hoped that relevant architectural and theoretical research will pro-
ceed in tandem. The separate lines of R&D introduced below, will then need to be properly
influenced by that progress.
4.1. Consolidation
A critical factor in consolidation will be a steady improvement of abstraction to enhance
the precision and conceptual clarity of formal encodings of data-driven and computationally
intensive scientific methods. This will improve sustainability as engineering exploits new
technologies, and will increase practitioners ability to find, share, reuse and compose work-
flows from other communities, thereby accelerating interdisciplinary research and pooling
the intellectual effort needed to refine methods. It will lead to new architectures, where all of
12http://links-lang.org/
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the user-facing tools and interfaces will be cast in terms of these abstractions, while the ab-
stractions may be mapped to a variety of underlying implementations through standardised
interfaces. This has the following advantages:
1. Fewer intellectual hurdles to be mastered before proficiency is attained in finding,
using, revising, authoring or improving data-intensive workflows.
2. Much longer sustained value of that learning, of investment in data-driven methods
and of their associated culture and collected libraries.
3. Domain experts should be able to take responsibility for methods, innovate and move
to production, only calling on workflow experts for exceptional requirements.
4. Support for the creation and enactment of workflows composing fragments from mul-
tiple languages.
5. An opportunity to support more communities via one workflow platform development
path, thereby amortising costs and sharing benefits.
6. Increased opportunities for sharing methods between communities and for exploiting
shared methods and working practices.
What remains to be seen is the extent to which the application domains and communities
converge on common solutions. The cultural momentum and the fundamentally different
requirements will sustain at least presentational differences, but paper [6] in this issue shows
the holistic potential of building abstract models of workflows, their description and their
enactments.
4.2. Usability
The usability of interfaces for authoring and revising workflows has progressed substan-
tially over the last ten years [32]. That will continue, and improved search for components,
workflow fragments and data sources will amplify the benefits. The usability advances will
broaden to include all aspects of workflow and data lifecycles. Better tools are emerging
with improved interfaces and adaptable visualisations, with greater scope, and with in-
creased power to select targets and apply operations to all members of a target. They will
extract and use relevant information from standardised provenance records. This will facil-
itate diagnostics and validation, and lead to better understanding of the processes encoded
and the ways in which they have been used. Thus, domain experts will be equipped to take
responsibility for the quality of workflow-encoded methods and research campaigns using
them, thereby improving the reliability and reproducibility of evidence from data; a key
requirement if presented conclusions are to influence society’s response to global challenges.
The scale of the provenance data used by these tools poses performance and presentational
challenges. These grow if we consider using these data, through appropriate tools to manage
research campaigns involving millions of data sets and thousands of applications of methods.
Without appropriate tools, practitioners will be inundated with the provenance information
and swamped with management chores. Users need the power to specify rules that discover
and inject their domain-related information into provenance streams, so that they can nav-
igate and specify bulk operations in terms that have meaning in their domain. All of the
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underlying systems will need to respond to the controls and bulk operations and supply
provenance streams in a consistent form.
Usability will include presentation best adapted to meet different practitioners needs
from the routine use of packaged methods to innovation inspired by the power unleashed by
the latest technical, algorithmic and hardware advances handling unprecedented quantities
and varieties of data. Monitoring and logging will be enhanced with more visualisation and
interactive components for intermediate stages of active workflows. These interactions with
workflows will be accessible through all media from handheld devices to immersive interac-
tion studios. As the tools and operations to manage a whole workflow lifetime become more
sophisticated, as the variety of users increases, and as the scale of communities and research
campaigns grow, the measurement of usability with involvement of the communities will be
essential. Diverse usability standards, metrics and guidelines exist 13 to measure usability
and fundamental research on usability is well supported. In industry the importance has
been recognised already years ago and considered in product design and software engineer-
ing and is evident in Apple products, for example. The scientific community will catch up
via integrating usability measures into software engineering for scientific workflows. It will
be necessary to consider novice users, citizen scientists and experts with different provi-
sions for each and intellectual ramps to support users as tailored as possible to their needs
but also encouraging them to develop their expertise and fluency. At least four categories
of expert need to be considered: (1) Domain scientists, who collect and organise required
data, understand relevant phenomena and identify the questions to ask and strategies that
lead to the relevant evidence; (2) Research developers, who formulate methods to implement
those strategies drawing on extensions to the products from the next two expert groups;
(3) Data scientists, who develop algorithms for handling uncertainty, variable data quality,
data heterogeneity and statistical inference by tailored application of machine learning; and
(4) Systems engineers, who deliver services on distributed e-Infrastructures able to handle
a growing scale of data, very demanding computations and high rates of interaction and
data transport. Usability will extend beyond supporting each category of user well. It will
also need to consider how best to help them combine their efforts to build the data-driven
research systems that are needed even for today’s challenges. Consequently, research into
how to define and measure relevant workflow usability, will be needed to inform the R&D
improving the delivered usability.
4.3. Engineering
Many factors drive improvement in the engineering that supports workflow systems;
these include:
1. Exploitation of the advances in computing platforms and their connected storage sys-
tems brought about by fast non-volatile memory that blurs the difference between
storage and memory; by 3D memory addressing, providing massive memory band-
width; by near-memory processing; and by chip-integrated photonic interfaces, that
enable ultra-low-latency and high-bandwidth communication.
13http://usabilitygeek.com/usability-metrics-a-guide-to-quantify-system-usability/
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2. Exploitation of the software, algorithms and provision models developed for data han-
dling, databases and data science delivered by contemporary industrial and commercial
R&D. These have been very dramatic in the past ten years, and we can be sure that
the major drivers of digital economies will continue to dominate this digital ecosystem.
Data-driven science is a minor player in comparison. If it does not adapt well to the
imposed changes it will not thrive. However, it should also draw directly on technical
and theoretical advances, e.g. the automatic parallelisation of graph algorithms [33]
which will have wide application in scientific workflows.
3. The models and cost functions underpinning optimisation will progress to be more
realistic and more sophisticated. They will exploit the recurrent patterns of usage to
parameterise these models accurately to cope with growing scale and complexity – this
will exploit machine learning both to discover and characterise critical patterns, and
to recognise when workflows and their data are sufficiently similar that they benefit
from the same optimisations. They will cover partitioning and distributing workflows
so that the parts better match the platforms they run on, and the overall trade off
between cost and performance is substantially improved. Cost functions will give
increasing weight to total energy consumption.
4. The components, services and functions that scientific workflows can draw on will indi-
vidually improve and grow in diversity, partly by importing capabilities automatically
from other informatics contexts. They will be better described owing to the advances
in abstraction described above, and better characterised by mining information from
the growing population of previous runs. These components will cover the full range of
data types and semantic categories, including graphs, time series, arrays and measures
of uncertainty, that dominate scientific data, thereby enriching the creative context,
e.g. the scientific databases: RASDAMAN14, Monet-DB15, Exareme [34] and SciDB16
all parallelise user-defined functions taking account of data placement – something
workflows will need to do.
4.4. Extending data-powered collaboration
The improved communication provided by better abstractions and descriptions will boost
collaboration, but only within organisations, closely knit communities or where there are
no rules, mores, privacy concerns or competition pressures that inhibit sharing. Many of
the application domains require more sophisticated management of rules and attribution of
credit. The collection of data, its lifetime management, and its exploitation is often organised
by institutions, teams and individuals to meet priorities determined by their stakeholders,
funders and research leaders. They commit to continuously improving the quality of their
processes, delivered data and offered services. Their identity, justification for continued
support, limited resources and changing priorities, all need to be respected when data from
their work is brought into a data-intensive federation (DIF) to be combined with data from
14http://www.rasdaman.com/
15https://www.monetdb.org/Home
16http://www.paradigm4.com/
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other sources to present a long-lived holistic research environment for a cluster of purposes,
e.g. to help address a global, social or economic challenge. We give three examples of clusters
of research campaigns each of which would motivate the formation and long-term support
of a DIF:
1. Organising the response to natural hazard events, including advice to responders and
follow up advice to communities and authorities for build-back-better campaigns. This
draws on natural hazard models, local topological, geological, hydrological and land-
use data, including the distribution of vulnerable people. It may draw on citizen data
sources, social media, satellite images and rapidly deployed field instruments. Initial
urgency is followed by several years of support actions. Paper [28] in this issue, con-
siders a scenario contributing in this context. The DIF holds commonly required data,
and has methods for assembling and revising the data needed for each event. NGOs
and others would analyse the effectiveness of response and communication strategies
using the data from multiple events.
2. Advising governments and agricultural organisations on appropriate crop choices tak-
ing into account the effects of global warming, current local farming practices, land
exposure, slope orientation, altitude and surface geo-chemistry. Here the data includes
similar topological, geological, hydrological and land use data. It will include models
of the effects of climate change on pests and require climate model re-scaling. Here
again, there will be sensitive data concerning current land use and farm-management
practices.
3. Predicting and measuring the environmental impact of mineral resource exploitation.
Again models of the Earth’s surface and systems need to be linked with local data and
combined with the commercially sensitive mineral extraction plans, e.g. to increase
lithium extraction to support smart devices and green-energy storage. This would
include both atmospheric and coastal marine chemical and ecological time series, as
well as the commercial-in-confidence operational data from companies proposing or
conducting the extraction.
These examples cover similar domains to illustrate engagement in multiple DIFs – see below.
In Europe, all three of these could adopt the bundle of standards and rules incorporated in
the INSPIRE directive [35] intended to facilitate geo-spatial data sharing, but each would
need to extend this to handle specialist data, and add rules governing computation, opti-
misation, accounting, publication and attribution. Of course, there are a huge number of
potential DIFs supporting distinct endeavours drawn from a wide range of fields; overlap
may prove a rarity. How will we support those planning, formulating and steering a DIF,
e.g. negotiating over rules in order to obtain access, that is not over restricted, to critical
data? For example, they will need tools with underpinning workflows, that predict the
consequences when rules meet or when one organisation changes its rules.
Frequently, requirements such as scale, access to urgently needed quality assured data
products, rapid ingest of revised methods and honoring newly imposed rules, prevent co-
location in a data warehouse. A DIF often spans disciplines, cultures, nations and com-
munities. Provider participants in a DIF, often find they need to engage with many DIFs,
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e.g. each national geological survey would contribute to all three of the above DIFs17. Each
DIF has its own dynamics that include: (i) changes to agreements on the information con-
tent and services of the common view, (ii) changes in rules of conduct constraining DIF
use or in a contributing organisation constraining its own activities, and (iii) revisions of
the dynamic mapping algorithms that transform the latest data when it is needed. Main-
taining support for just one of these, as it draws dynamically on an institution’s data and
services is hard. Dealing with many, each with different trajectories will become infeasible
without improved tools to automate adaptation and incorporation of those changes, both
in the workflows delivering the provider’s contribution and in the workflows implementing
the research methods using the DIF. When providers deliver the same data or provide the
same service to multiple DIFs, they expect to do this with the same workflow in all cases.
However, during execution that workflow will need to comply with the rules of the DIF from
which the work was requested.
As we tackle more complex problems, the importance, size and number of DIFs will
grow. Workflows will be key to both the resource providers and to researchers using the
combined resources. Templates for both roles have been prototyped but a full repertoire of
exemplars is needed. These workflows and their supporting systems must incorporate DIF
requirements, e.g. working across and respecting multiple legal frameworks, or performing
optimisation, such as caching, with associated approved accounting, so that the originators
still get credited from cached hits. This requires the development of (standard) notations
for describing DIF rules that are both comprehensible to the data diplomats negotiating
such rules and capable of verifiable implementation across all of the platforms that data and
workflows may visit. Such rules need to be comprehensible as individuals, institutions and
organisations need to accept and respect them, as their formulation with sufficient flexibility
and their implementation with sufficient reliability will depend on good will and ingenuity.
Robertson et al. [37] explore these issues in the limited context of sharing medical data
between countries. The management systems then inspect the workflows for compliance,
e.g. verifying that personal details are not passed across jurisdiction boundaries, and that
statistical data comes from at least five subjects. The workflows may be automatically ex-
tended to achieve compliance, e.g. using the reasoning WINGs reports in Table A.1. As
another example from a different context, when a facility has been used for a production
run over a threshold, and the results should be announced and made available to others
within a set time, the workflow would be extended to automate that scheduled publica-
tion. Such support for definable trustworthy rules that can be negotiated and validated
will be necessary as expertise and data is harnessed to address our world’s most pressing
challenges. Technical, organisational and socio-political considerations will interlock to force
radical rethinking. For example, suppose a collection of data has to be removed to comply
with rules on consent or emergency conditions ending. How will a workflow be synthesised
that cleans up all of the caches, registries and catalogues? How should this interact with
archival and curation processes? What should provenance for reproducibility mean in such
17For example, one data scientist at BGS is responsible for its role in five DIFs, including aspects of the
above three examples [36].
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circumstances? How should we support the concerned citizen investigating the quality of
the rules and their implementation in DIFs that are of legitimate concern? There are clearly
many questions here where the strength and ingenuity of the workflow research community
will be an essential input.
Today most DIFs are being constructed by ad hoc methods and the workflows they use
have to be manually adapted by providers for each DIF they contribute to, and by users and
developers to add or test the implementation of the DIF’s rules, ethics and agreed practices.
The workflow research community should rally to this cause as DIFs will grow in importance
and number, and will become a predominant context for vital data-intensive applications in
science, business and government.
4.5. Dynamic decentralized workflows
The data collected across the IoT landscape from devices is vast. According to Cisco, all
of the people and things connected to the Internet will generate 507.5 zettabytes of data by
201918. Sending all this information to centralised servers will lead to bottlenecks, increase
latency and be inefficient, especially when some or all of processing can be computed near the
source(s). As data from systems, devices and people become more intertwined, information
will naturally become more distributed, and scattered across multiple locations. The Edge
computing paradigm acknowledges this trend and attempts to push the frontier of computing
applications, data, and services away from centralised nodes to the edges of the network.
Currently scientific workflows are not designed to operate with such environments due
to their centralised management, and cannot effectively deal with dynamic environments
that may consist of collections of edge nodes offering varying amounts of resources including
bandwidth, storage, and computation. We envisage therefore a move towards workflows that
become more capable of spontaneously aggregating services, computation and analytics, on
collections of geographically distributed and potentially transient edge devices.
5. Conclusion
The creativity and ingenuity of the scientific workflow community will build on the
substantial advances of the last 10 years in unpredictable ways, as well as those anticipated
by the rest of the papers in this celebratory issue, and the five directions we envisage above.
Workflows will continue to play a central role in the strategies adopted to address our
global challenges and underpin data handling and knowledge discovery in the major research
projects, e.g. DALiuGE an attempt to prepare for the data volumes (180 petabytes of ready-
to-use archived science data per year starting 2023) from SKA119 [38]. Data-driven workflows
will push the limits in three directions simultaneously; at the same time they will deliver
stability upon which communities can safely build – see Figure 1. The challenges for scientific
workflows are then:
18http://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/global-cloud-index-
gci/white-paper-c11-738085.pdf
19http://skatelescope.org/
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Extreme complexity
Extreme data Extreme computing
Data-driven 
workflows
Questions & hypotheses Communities & teams
Data & information Algorithms & platforms
Figure 1: Scientific workflows simultaneously extend our capabilities in three critical directions: coping
with more complexity, data and computation. They deliver an island of stability amid four seas of change.
Complexity grows as more difficult issues are tackled and as more viewpoints contribute. Data capacity
grows to meet demand and as society appreciates its value. Computing capacity grows to meet demand
imposed by data and complexity. The questions and hypotheses evolve as understanding develops. The
communities and teams expand, recruit new talent and revise priorities. The data and information grows
and diversifies as a result of sustained campaigns. The algorithms and platforms capture new insights and
incorporate new technologies. The scientific workflows retain the value of previous intellectual investment
while reaping benefits from advances in all four seas.
• to provide the conceptual and practical framework that fosters synergy between experts
contributing advances from all four seas of change, and
• to provide sustained precision and validation that enables them to deliver reliable,
actionable evidence.
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Appendix A. Collation of survey responses
The table below collates the responses received from experts answering the question
“What was the most significant result from using your workflow system in the last 10 years?”
Table A.1: Advances and successes in the past 10 years
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WFS Advances or major achievements
Airavata Apache Airavata-based gateways [39] have supported over 100 scientific publications,
primarily in biophysics and computational chemistry, since the project was founded
in 2012. The top-cited paper that Airavata has supported, according to Google
Scholar and Web of Science, is Harkness et al. [40].
ASKALON The ASKALON workflow system was ported to a federated infrastructure of private
and public Cloud providers using OpenStack middleware. The ASKALON sched-
uler was extended to optimise in a multi-objective space with conflicting parameters
such as execution time, economic cost, energy consumption, reliability, and insta-
bility/variability. This yielded the Multi-Objective Heterogeneous Earliest Time
algorithm (MO-HEFT – extending the HEFT algorithm). It achieves a good ap-
proximation to the Pareto frontier of trade-off solutions [41]. The ENTICE project,
http://www.entice-project.eu/, enriched ASKALON with multi-objective optimised
placement of fragmented VMs from a distributed repository with faster delivery,
enhanced availability, and reduced storage costs [42]. ASKALON provides auto-
matic composition of workflows using semantic descriptions of workflow activities
and ontologies; delivering resilience by creating alternative workflows or sub-graphs
[44].
continued on next page
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dispel4py The dispel4py system was developed to enable seismologists to exploit their growing
wealth of data – two examples are: Seismic Ambient Noise Cross-Correlation and
MISFIT calculation. The cross-correlation detects seismic-wave velocity variations
to reveal stress-field changes – a key achievement was to cross-correlate traces from
1000 seismometers every hour on the geoscientists’ shared machine before the next
traces arrived [9]. The MISFIT takes synthetic seismograms from simulations and
compares them with preprocessed real observations to improve Earth or earthquake
models (Inversion). The VERCE Science Gateway exposes the MISFIT calculation
workflow as a service, in combination with the simulation phase. Both phases can be
configured, controlled and monitored by seismologists via a user interface that hides
the complexity of accessing computational and data services. The system collects
W3C-PROV provenance data.
Galaxy In the past 10 years, Galaxy has grown to have three distinct and complementary
components. First, it is a public web service at http://galaxyproject.org that is an
installation (or instance) of the Galaxy software combined with many common tools,
visualizations, and data sources. The site provides substantial CPU and disk space,
making it possible to analyze large datasets. The public site supports thousands
of users and hundreds of thousands of jobs per month (https://bit.ly/gxystats).
Second, the Galaxy open-source application (distributed under the terms of the per-
missive Academic Free License; https://getgalaxy.org) that can be deployed on any
Unix system. The Galaxy software is highly customizable and integrates with a
wide variety of compute environments ranging from laptop computers, to clusters,
to compute clouds. Third, the Galaxy Community, which has a global community of
users, tool developers, bioinformaticians, and administrators who maintain Galaxy
instances. The Galaxy Tool Shed (https://usegalaxy.org/toolshed) facilitates shar-
ing tools developed by the community between instances of Galaxy by providing a
central location where tool developers can upload both their tool configurations and
‘recipes describing how to install necessary dependencies. Galaxy is now used in
domains ranging from genomics to proteomics to areas as diverse as social science
and natural language processing. Over the last decade Galaxy has been referenced,
used, implemented, and or extended in over 4300 publications, including over 3500
journal articles.
continued on next page
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gUse Kacsuk et al. [45] and Kiss et al. [46] demonstrated, using WS-PGRADE, how scien-
tific workflows could tackle the interoperability of computational and data resources
of Grid computing architectures. A coarse-grained workflow interoperability ap-
proach that enables embedding non-native workflows into a hosting meta-workflow
has been described by Terstysanszky et al. [47]. The importance of such meta-
workflows has been demonstrated in Herres-Pawlis et al. [48] by combining het-
erogeneous workflow systems to build meta-workflows for computational chemistry.
WS-PGRADE/gUSE is widely used via domain-specific science gateways – over 30
have been built in the SCI-BUS project [49]. Significant results are reported: life
sciences (Kiss et al. [50] and Shahand et al. [51]), and astrophysics Costa et al. [52].
Kepler One of the early and most-cited works on scientific workflows in general and Kepler
in particular is [53], which provides an overview, vision, and desiderata of scien-
tific workflow systems, introducing technical concepts such as “smart re-run”, data
provenance, different models of execution (via Ptolemy II’s directors), and a com-
parison with business workflows. The scientific workflow community spawned new
technology developments in workflow-based data provenance (e.g. [54, 55, 56, 57, 58]
all employed Kepler in one form or another), leading first to the Open Provenance
Model [59] and subsequently to the W3C PROV standard. Other technology ad-
vances include Kepler applications in Map-Reduce style processing [60], heteroge-
neous models of computation [61], and data curation workflows [62]. Kepler has
been used in numerous science domains, e.g., ecological niche modeling [63], bioin-
formatics [64, 65] and particle physics [66], among many others.
KNIME KNIME [67] has focused on usability for life sciences, chemistry, finance and media
through integration (with other tools and multiple data types and sources) and on
reproducibility (KNIME workflows from version 1.0 still run and produce exactly the
same results in today’s version). This has delivered convenience so that one customer
automatically runs nightly training for tens of thousands of predictive models, but
tuning to meet application community needs also yields discoveries [68, 69].
MOTEUR MOTEUR [70, 71] is a scientific (data-driven) workflow manager designed to effi-
ciently enact large data flow-based computations, leveraging the capacity of various
distributed computing infrastructures. At its foundation lies the clear separation
between the scientific process description, the parallel enactment engine, and the
target execution infrastructure. The scientific process is described through the well-
defined GWENDIA data-driven workflow language [72], which requires no parallel
computing expertize, yet can represent very complex data flows. This language
significantly inspired the design of the IWIR workflow language for interoperabil-
ity [11]. Its data-driven nature makes the enactment engine able to automatically
distribute computing tasks with the highest asynchronicity level. The computing
tasks are abstracted so as to remain as independent as possible from the execution
platform [73]. Provenance and reasoning on dense workflow execution traces bridges
the gap between enactment technicalities and the (high-level) scientific process [74].
User-intelligible experiment summaries computed from these logs enable validation
of the semantic coherence of workflows.
continued on next page20
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Pegasus Pegasus [75, 76] builds on the foundation of proven abstractions (directed acyclic
graphs, DAGs), fundamental constructs (recursion), and scalable algorithms (graph
traversals, graph node clustering). Deployed locally by a scientist with no support
from a site administrator and with no impact on the remote cyberinfrastructure,
Pegasus allows scientists to submit locally and run globally. A collaboration can
deploy Pegasus on a shared submit host to send jobs to campus clusters, high-
throughput (HTC) and high-performance (HPC) resources and academic and com-
mercial clouds [77]. The power of this Pegasus-enabled capability was evinced in
early 2016 when the LIGO collaboration announced the first detection of gravita-
tional waves from colliding black holes, and Pegasus was used to execute hundreds
of thousands of tasks from the main LIGO data analysis pipeline (PyCBC) on HTC
and HPC platforms [78, 79]. Pegasus is unique because of its features (portability
in time and space, data reuse, and automated data management), scalability and
reliability. Pegasus is agnostic of the jobs in the workflow, which can be MPI codes,
use GPUs, invoke Map-Reduce, Storm, or Spark “big data” computations.
Swift The Swift parallel scripting language is notable for its implicitly parallel dataflow-
based execution model, which automatically parallelises a high-level functional de-
scription of a workflow [80], and for its availability in both a highly portable Java
stack for cloud, cluster and grid environments, and a highly scalable MPI runtime
for extreme scale environments [81]. Over two dozen diverse science groups have
leveraged Swift and published work based on it, demonstrating its usability and
generality. Notable examples of its benefits include the recent use of extreme-scale
Swift/T to host the EMEWS model exploration system used in cancer classifica-
tions [82] and its use in scattering science at both light and neutron source shared
facilities to help numerous experiments process data [83] and detect experimental
errors right at the beam line, saving invaluable time and effort at the instrument in
a true example of boosting scientific productivity [84]. Recently Swift was instru-
mental in automating the production of digital elevation maps of the Arctic at an
unprecedented level of resolution on the Blue Waters supercomputer [85], including
novel means to recover from node failure on that petascale system.
continued on next page
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Taverna Taverna (now in Apache Foundation Incubator) was one of the
first open source WFMS and influenced the following generation of WFMS, partic-
ularly in the Life Sciences [86, 87, 88, 89]. Taverna has widespread use in other
disciplines including Biodiversity [90], Social Sciences, Library Preservation and
Astronomy [91]. Taverna pioneered provenance collection [92], orchestrating web
services and web service description leading to the ELIXIR EDAM Ontology [93].
Taverna introduced packaging workflow description, discovery, preservation, sharing
and metadata into Research Objects [4], leading to myExperiment [94, 95].
Triana Over the past 10 years, Triana has focused on interoperability mechanisms to in-
tegrate with other systems, workflow engines and monitoring infrastructures. This
pursues 3 main avenues. For fine grained interoperability, the Interoperable Work-
flow Intermediate Representation (IWIR) provides a common bridge for translating
workflows between languages independent of the underlying computing infrastruc-
ture. The IWIR concept has been demonstrated by showing how a workflow could
interoperate between Triana, Askalon and the Moteur [11]. For coarse grained in-
teroperability, Triana has implemented the SHIWA bundling format for execution
in a multi-workflow environment [96]. Using this approach Triana nests workflow
executions using the Open Archives Initiative Object Reuse and Exchange (ORE)
standard for workflows and their metadata. Finally, for workflow monitoring, Pega-
sus and Triana integrated the Stampede monitoring infrastructure in order to add
generic interoperable real-time monitoring and troubleshooting across both systems
[97]. Stampede provides monitoring via a three-layer model: (1) a common data
model to describe workflow runs; (2) tools to load and store logs in that model; and
(3) a common query interface.
WINGS The major contribution from WINGS is the development of representations for se-
mantic constraints for workflows, and the workflow reasoning algorithms that prop-
agate them to generate and validate workflows [98]. This enables WINGS to use ab-
stract descriptions of workflows, and search through possible specializations pruning
out ones that are invalid because they violate constraints. This yields a significant
contribution: the ability to do automated meta-reasoning about what workflows
to retrieve and to test a user’s hypothesis – automating scientific discovery [99].
WINGS also separates reasoning about data and components in a workflow from
its execution. We can take the same high-level workflow and execute it in different
execution engines – demonstrated by WINGS composing workflows for Pegasus and
Apache OODT [98].
continued on next page
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